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Black Model has Electrical

Hazard Protection

434 Visit www.mercersmarine.com for all the latest pricing and information.
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PUROFORT “THERMO+”  
CSA grade 1 approved steel toe and midsole. Extra thick sole and uppers
give this boot a -50OC rating. Like all Purofort boots, lightweight and
softness make this boot a real winner!  D662843-25

PUROFORT “THERMO+”  
CSA grade 1 approved steel toe and midsole. Extra thick sole and uppers give this boot a -50OC rating. Like all Purofort boots, lightweight and softness make
this boot a real winner! 
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A NEW STANDARD OF COMFORT, SAFETY AND DURABILITY IN FOOTWEAR.
“Purofort” polyurethane boots have to be worn to be appreciated! Totally different from rubber or PVC boots, polyurethane (PU) boots provide “All Day Comfort”! Their unique
microfoam polyurethane compound makes Purofort boots warmer, lighter and longer wearing (up to 3 times longer). Flexible in extreme low temperatures....Try them once and
you’ll see why they are Europe’s favorite footwear
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PUROFORT THERMO+ FULL SAFETY “OMEGA/EH”
The Purofort Thermo EH (Electric Hazard) is constructed and manufactured so that
the outsole can provide a secondary source of electrical hazard protection to the
wearer against the hazards of stepping on live electrical circuits, electrically
energized conductors, parts or apparatus. Ideal boot for use in cold environments.
Safe, thanks to its steel-tipped toe and suitable for conditions down to 
-58°F (-50°C). D652033-11
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